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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed pipeline.
ABSTRACT
In order to maximise the immersion in VR environments, a plausible
spatial audio reproduction synchronised with visual information is
essential. In this work, we propose a pipeline to create plausible
interactive audio from a pair of 360◦ cameras.
1 PROPOSED SYSTEM
Fig. 1 shows the proposed pipeline to reconstruct an acoustic VR
room from a pair of 360◦ camera images. A full surrounding scene is
captured by a pair of vertically aligned 360◦ cameras at two different
heights. They are aligned to the room coordinate axes by the Man-
hattan world alignment utilising the fac¸ade alignment techniques,
and depth of the scene is estimated by dense correspondence match-
ing between the aligned top and bottom images [3]. In addition,
the top image is used for semantic scene segmentation and object
recognition using SegNet [2]. Object-labelled cuboid structure is
reconstructed from the depth and semantic segmentation results.
Acoustic properties for the objects are assigned from the acoustic
material list in the Google Resonance Audio package on Unity. Fi-
nally, the acoustic VR scene is rendered by setting sound source and
player models on the VR platform.
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Figure 2: Interactive VR rendering with spatial audio
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Figure 3: Short time Fourier transform of the measured (top row) and
synthesized (bottom row) RIRs. The white dashed lines indicate the
middle frequencies, i.e. 500Hz, 1 kHz and 2 kHz.
2 RESULTS
The proposed system was evaluated for four different rooms: MR
and UL are normal living room environments, LR is a listening room
with acoustically insulated walls, and S1 is a large hall. Figure 2
shows snapshots of real-time interactive VR scene rendering with
spatial audio for the MR scene on HTC VIVE Pro.
Figure 3 illustrates the normalized power of the short time Fourier
transform calculated from both recorded and synthesized room im-
pulse reponses (RIRs). The energy of the RIRs generated through
the proposed pipeline has a similar decay to the respective recorded
RIRs, especially for frequencies above 500 Hz. However, the low
frequencies are overestimated because the Google Resonance pro-
duces 3D sound based on image sources [1]. The plausibility of the
acoustics generated in VR scenes was also confirmed by informal
listening tests.
3 CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel pipeline to produce spatial audio for VR pro-
ductions. The first part of the pipeline was composed of a method
to estimate the room geometry and determine the materials. This
information was used for sound rendering in the scene. The results
show a plausible agreement between the real and simulated sounds.
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